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What is sentience?

How can we identify which 

humans and which other 

animals are sentient?

Tests for cognition, awareness, feelings.

How does sentience affect welfare and 

which animals to protect?



What is sentience? 
Most early usage of sentience implied that the individual: has perception 
of something or has the level of awareness and associated brain function 
that makes it possible to have positive and negative feelings. 

Sentience means having the awareness and cognitive ability necessary to 
have feelings.

Sentience implies a range of abilities, it does not mean actually having 
feelings, as Kirkwood suggested.  

An individual can be sentient when it is not having feelings.

What abilities are needed in order to have this capacity?

Sentience is not normally just equated with having perception now.

De Grazia (1996) - a sentient being is one that is capable of having feelings. 

Kirkwood (2006) - sentience is “having the capacity to feel”
and “to be sentient is to have a feeling of something” .



A sentient being is one that has some ability: 

to evaluate the actions of others in relation to itself and third parties, 

to remember some of its own actions and their consequences, 

to assess risks and benefits, 

to have some feelings and 

to have some degree of awareness. 

Broom, D.M. 2006. The evolution of morality.  Appl. Anim. Behav. Sci., 100, 20-28.
Broom, D.M. 2014. Sentience and Animal Welfare (pp. 200). Wallingford: CABI.



Awareness is a state during which concepts of environment, of self, and of 
self in relation to environment result from complex brain analysis of 
sensory stimuli or constructs based on memory.

There are degrees of awareness: perceptual, cognitive, assessment and 
executive, with different levels of sophistication of concepts.

For example, in assessment awareness the individual is able to assess and 
deduce the significance of a situation in relation to itself over a short time 
span.                                    Sommerville, B.A. and Broom, D.M. 1998. Olfactory awareness.

Appl. Anim. Behav. Sci., 57, 269-286.

The individual would not only be sensible to stimuli but would have 
memory of events and mental images of non-current events that could be 
used when taking appropriate action, both to avoid the negative and to 
increase positive consequences. 

A conscious individual is one that has the capability to perceive and 
respond to sensory stimuli. 



Self-aware………………………… self-referent, self knowledge

One level is to be self-referent and to discriminate labels of self from 
labels of non-self.                                                                  

This has been described as different from being self-aware “the cognitive 
process that enables an individual to discriminate between its own body 
or possessions from those of others” (Bekoff and Sherman 2004).

This describes a consequence but is not an adequate definition. 

Some aspects of what is defined are relatively simple. Without self-
knowledge, a lion would risk eating its own forepaws when 
eating prey and small animals would start fights with large animals. 

An individual could be self-aware in the absence of any cue from others.   



.

Awareness of what is seen in a mirror

When an individual looks in a mirror or at a themselves being 
video-recorded, can they interpret what they see?

A separate question is, do they have a concept of self and, if they see 
themselves, do they know it?

Interpretation of mirror/video information has now been demonstrated for 
humans, chimpanzee, capuchin monkey, dolphin, an elephant, pigs, a parrot 
and magpies.

Attempts with many species have not been successful.

Most discussions of awareness  refer to the social context and to whether 

animals are able to infer the mental states of others.       Monkey deception.



Which animals are sentient? 
We can consider which animals are sentient and our view may affect our 
moral decisions about our obligations to them.

Part of this question is:  which people are sentient?

Are new-born babies sentient?

When during development is a human embryo or foetus sentient?

If a person is brain-damaged, when does sentience cease?

This may be brain damage because of injury or because of  pathology that 
causes brain degeneration. 

Don’t worry, if you are attending this talk, you are sentient.



Methods
sensory abilities, 
(consider motor limitations when designing tests)
brain system components for cognition and emotions- brain record, scan
learning ability, range of complexity of tasks
duration of memory
concepts    own capabilities – metacognition – to know what you know

object when not directly detectable
what is likely to happen in future
what others know – infer mental states
what others feel   evidence of empathy.

Empathy is the process of understanding the experience of another 
individual, cognitively and emotionally. Broom, D.M. 2003. The Evolution of Morality

and Religion (pp.259). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

Specific methods:   ability to count, at a glance or sequentially
emotional responses to learning
cognitive bias



Fish studies showing complex cognitive ability.

Previous work by Bshary group - cleaner wrasse Labroides dimidiatus
select occasional visitors for cleaning before regulars that queue for 
cleaning.

Salwiczek et al (2012) 

Offer two plates with same preferred food, 
one permanent, one called ephemeral that is removed if not selected. 

Can they learn to take the food from the ephemeral one first?

Adult wrasse - yes within 10 trials. 

Juvenile wrasse, - one yes, most no.
Capuchin monkeys - some but they took over 100 trials.
Chimpanzees – 2 succeeded after 50 trials,   2 after 100 trials or did not.
Orang-utans - took over 100 or did not.



Adult wrasse also learned reversal.

Capuchins that had learned also learned reversal.

Chimpanzees did not learn reversal.

1 orang-utan learned reversal, the others did not.

Parrots Pepperberg and Hartsfield (2014) carried out the same test with 
three African grey parrots. 

Two parrots learned within the first 10 trials to take the “ephemeral” first.
One parrot had a left side bias and and an injured foot.
Grouped together, the parrots were as good as the wrasse and better than 
all of the primates.

All three parrots learned the reversal by the second set of 10 trials.
This was faster learning than the wrasse.



Abilities of fish, cephalopods like Octopus, decapod Crustacea like lobsters, 
insects, spiders, snails, worms.

Honeybees and ants are able to form cognitive maps. Fish topographic 
learning.        

Ants can learn by observation, count while foraging, transmit learned 
information.

Cockroaches, crabs can show place-learning.     Fish show avoidance, social 
learning.            

Jumping spiders Portia can look at a maze, move out of sight of it and then 
choose the optimal route when they can see only the entry point.

Pain system, clear in fish, good evidence in crabs and prawns, quite good 
evidence in cephalopods, used as human pain model in swimming 
gastropods.
Little evidence in insects and spiders. 



How does sentience affect welfare? 
Should we be more concerned about the welfare of complex animals?

Having a high level of cognitive ability helps in dealing with problems.

There seem to be means of dealing with pain which humans have but fish 
do not.  

As a consequence, a certain degree of pain may cause worse welfare in fish 
than in humans.    This would also be true for fear, lack of stimulation etc.  

It also seems likely that more complex brains allow more possibilities for 
pleasure, which contributes greatly to good welfare.  

The same type of human action may sometimes be more cruel if inflicted 
on a simpler animal than on a human or other more complex animal.

Conclusion, we have to use scientific methods and assess the welfare of all 
these animals. This is also true for foetuses and brain-damaged individuals.



How does sentience affect which animals to protect?

Do some animals have more value than others?

Should we ascribe more value to animals like us?
Or sentient animals?
Or large animals?
Or small animals?
Or beautiful animals?

Protection may mean trying to prevent pain by using anaesthetics and 
analgesics.

In that case, only animals with pain systems need that kind of protection.



Broom, D.M. 2014.    
Sentience and Animal Welfare.   
Wallingford: CABI.


